Tuition Fee Waiver Scheme (TFW) for eligible candidates in the 2-year full time PGDM programs 2023-25
IMT Ghaziabad, IMT Nagpur and IMT Hyderabad

1. The TFW scheme of IMT as per the AICTE circular issued to standalone institutes to offer
tuition fee waiver all eligible* candidates, up to 5% of approved intake, program wise.
2. The actual no. of TFW candidates will be determined by the no. of eligible* applicants and
validation of documents mentioned in Point 4 and point 7.
3. The TFW scheme amounts to 100% fee waiver on the tuition fees** payable to the institute for
the 2 year PGDM 2023-25 intake.
4. Candidates who are eligible* as per the scheme will submit valid income certificate issued from
either 'Mamlatdar' or 'Taluka development officer' or “District Collector’s office”. The income
certificate has to be issued after 31st March 2022 and should be valid at the time of registration
for admission. No other document apart from above mentioned is to be considered for
validation of eligible candidates.
5. The announcement of the TFW scheme will be made on website and Admission brochure 2023.
6. A TFW form will be available online on IMT website to all candidates by January 15 2023. All
eligible candidates need to fill up the form and upload valid certificate as mentioned in point 4,
and submit the same by February 28 2023.
7. No extension of date to submit information and relevant documentation is allowed under
any circumstances.
8. The details of the applicants for TFW scheme along with proof of documentation will be
validated internally by the IMT scholarship committee and final shortlisted candidates will be
informed about their fee waiver, details of fees payable etc. ONLY in case they have been
selected for admission to the PGDM program/s. The decision on final list of eligible candidates
by the IMT scholarship committee with approval from the Director is final and binding.
9. All other admission criteria for such candidates will remain the same as full fee paying
candidates with NO relaxation allowed in merit cut offs and other merit parameters.
10. In case there are no applications under the TFW category of seats, this particular scheme will
not be offered to any candidate. The supernumerary seats under TFW category will remain
empty.

*Eligible- candidates whose annual family income in the preceding financial year (FY ending 2021-2022)
is less than 8 lakhs INR are eligible to apply for TFW scheme
**the waiver is applicable only to the tuition fee component of total fees. All other fee components
need to be paid by the eligible candidates in case selected for TFW. The fee structure along with fee
waiver component document will be shared with the candidates during the time of admission offer.

